In our model, the simulation region is partitioned into compartments. The typical size of the simulation region is 5µm × 1µm × 200nm. Unlike Brownian dynamics studies of cell motility (1-3), we do not explicitly consider the interactions between the molecules and the exact position of each molecule, instead we apply the coarse-grained technique adopted in the simulations of actin filaments growth (4, 5) and partition the whole simulation region into compartments. The size of these compartments is determined from the so-called Kuramoto length (6), which is the typical length over which a molecule diffuses before reacting and can be estimated from l = √ 6Dτ , where τ is average time interval between two consecutive reactions and D = 20µm 2 /s is the diffusion coefficient of actins. Given that the polymerization is typically the fastest reaction event in our simulation, the shortest time scale is estimated from τ = 1 kon [A] , where k on = 11.6µM −1 s −1 is the polymerization rate constant and [A] is monomeric actin concentration. With [A] = 50µM , we get l ≈ 450nm. Practically, we set l = 100nm in our simulation. Therefore, the size of the compartments is set as 100nm × 100nm × 100nm. Since the volume of the compartment is fixed (10 −3 µm 3 ), the conversion relationship between the concentration and the number of particles per compartment can be easily obtained. In particular, 10µM concentration corresponds to about 6 molecules per compartment.
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Let's denote the molecules of actin, capping protein and Arp2/3 as A, C and R, respectively, then the reactions in the simulated system can be schematically described by the following:
where F n represents a filament of length n and F n C denotes a filament of length n capped by a capping protein. Compartments in three-dimensional space may be denoted with the notation (i x , i y , i z ), then the diffusions of a molecule M (actin, capping protein and Arp2/3) can be schematically written as
which simply means that a molecule M can diffuse to the nearest neighboring compartment as allowed by the geometry of the simulated system.
The rear part of the diffusive region is coupled to the bulk. The exchange of molecules between the bulk and the diffusive part can be written as
where ix 0 is the x-direction index of the compartments coupled to the bulk. With the growth of the filamentous network, ix 0 advances correspondingly. Adjusting the molecular exchange rate between the bulk and the diffusive region would allow particular concentrations of the diffusive region to be achieved.
The coordinate system in our simulations is fixed, where polymerizing actin filaments remain stationary relative to these coordinates. This indicates that we neglect the retrograde flow and assume no slipping of actin filaments, an assumption which is consistent with prior experimental study on a keratocyte lamellipodium (7) . We set the substratum in x − y plane with x as motion direction. Positions of filamentous monomers could be represented with either the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) or the spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ).
We also assume that filaments are straight and rigid. In our simulations, filaments are typically no more than a few microns in length, much shorter than the persistence length of actin filaments, which is about 16µm (8) . By adopting the straight and rigid filaments approximation, we neglect the elastic energy of the filaments. It is possible that actin filaments would bend or even buckle (9), especially when they experience high protrusion resistance. Such issues will be addressed in future work. In this work, we mainly focus on the chemical aspect of the mecho-chemical regulation of lamellipodial protrusion.
Unlike some works (10, 11), we ignore the nucleotide status of actins because we are interested in the reaction front in the immediate neighborhood of the lamellipodial leading edge.
The plasma membrane is generally considered to be a two-dimensional elastic sheet, commonly described with Monge representation (12) . We write the protrusion position x at membrane point (13)). Such an approximation allows for great computational efficiency yet retaining physical relevance of the desired flexible plasma membrane, in contrast to the rigid surface approximation used in many previous computational works (2, 14) .
Our approach is similar to the Bezier curve representation used in a prior simulation work (15) .
Other common techniques of representing the membrane include the fluctuating membrane (16) and the finite element method (17, 18) .
With the Monge representation h(y) of the membrane, the Helfrich Hamiltonian for the mem-brane is given by, (12):
where k b is the bending rigidity and γ is the surface tension coefficient. In our simulation, k b = 100k B T and γ = 0.5k B T . Lamellipodial protrusion is expected to be countered by both internal resistance, due to increasing the membrane area, and also by external obstacles. The last term in Eq. (6) reflects the combined effect due to internal and external forces. That is, the membrane is subject to an external "field" with strength β, which is the combined resistive force per unit length.
Throughout the simulation, we used β = 10pN/µm.
The plasma membrane is confined by the actin filaments, and this physical confinement restricts the conformations the membrane can have. We model the confinement by assuming that there is a repulsive interaction between actin filaments and the membrane. For simplicity, we further assume that the interaction exists only between the barbed ends of actin filaments and the membrane. Such an approximation is justified because in the dendritic array network of the filaments, generally it is the barbed ends of the filaments that are the closest to the membrane. We choose the potential energy in the exponential form:
where l is the distance between the barbed end of a filament and the membrane, and λ is the characteristic distance. A barbed end below the membrane (l > 0) is energetically favorable. But if the barbed end penetrates the membrane (l < 0), the interaction energy significantly increases, making such a position unlikely. The effect of the obstacle on the rate of polymerization can be seen from this term. The external load from obstacle tends to push the membrane closer to the actin filaments, thus decreases the distance l and makes the interaction between membrane and actin filaments stronger. With the larger force, f = − ∂E f m ∂l , the mechanical work w done for an actin monomer to be added to a filament becomes higher, thus it becomes energetically unfavorable for a polymerization to occur. The exact values of E 0 and λ are not very important: we chose E 0 = k B T and λ = 0.1δ << δ ≡ 2.7nm, which are effectively able to prevent the filaments from penetrating membrane while contributing a negligible potential energy when all the filaments are below the membrane, as desired. The potential in Eq. (7) represents the repulsive force. We do not consider an additional attractive force, which would exist from the tethering of filaments to the membrane or membrane proteins (19, 20) . Physical confinement of the plasma membrane by the filaments and the need to advance membrane due to actin polymerization necessitate the introduction of a repulsive potential. An attractive force is not essential to our simulation model since the membrane is subject to an external field which keeps it from drifting away from the filaments despite the repulsive interaction, which are short range. Hence, the attractive force could be considered as having been absorbed in the external field term. Therefore, in our current model it is not highly essential to have a separate attractive force term. Hence, for simplicity, we neglected a separate attractive energy term in total Hamiltonian. However, besides the mechanical aspect, filament tethering to the plasma by proteins such as N-WASP could have some other interesting effects such as guiding the filament growth. Such topics are very interesting but are beyond the scope of this paper.
We apply periodic boundary condition on the direction perpendicular to the motion direction (y direction), namely, when a filament grows out of boundary, we translate the corresponding filament section to the other side of the periodic cell. The boundaries h(y = 0) and h(y = y max ) of the membrane are not completely independent due to the periodic boundary condition. To simulate this constraint, we consider that the two boundary points are elastically connected and model this by introducing an elastic potential energy:
where k pbc = 25k B T . With the energy terms described above, we have established the total Hamiltonian: H = E m +E f m +E pbc . During simulation, when the membrane is perturbed by the filaments due to polymerization, the equilibrium membrane configuration is obtained by minimizing the Hamiltonian. This is justified because of the separation of time scales between polymerization and membrane dynamics. For a concentration of 10µM actin, the rate of polymerization is about 100s −1 , which means that on average, the time interval between two consecutive polymerization events is about 10ms, much longer that the typical membrane equilibration time, which is on the order of ns to µs (21).
The membrane described above constitutes the front part of the model lamellipodium. During simulations, the position of the rear part of the lamellipodia is also adjusted, when needed, to keep the total length of the model lamellipodium nearly constant: the segment of any filament below the rear part of the lamellipodium is considered "depolymerized". Thus, we model the disassembly process of the filamentous network in an implicit way. Unless otherwise noted, the length of the model lamellipodia in our simulations is around 1µm.
We have ignored the nucleotide status of the filamentous actins and modeled the depolymerization process in an implicit way, thus our model doesn't include the severing effect by ADF/cofilin proteins, which predominantly bind to ADP-actin filaments and promote the disassembly of actin filaments (22, 23) . It is expected that actin dynamics with the presence of ADF/cofilin would depend on its concentration, especially the concentration relative to that of capping protein because this determines whether the newly generated barbed ends would grow to protrude or provide new branching sites (24) . ADF/cofilin would affect filamentous network structure, based on prior works that have shown that the severing effect impacts the length distribution of filaments in the filamentous network (25) (26) (27) (28) . However, in a growing lamellipodium, severing would mainly occur away from the leading edge, where ATP-actin turns into ADP-actin. In this work, we are primarily interested in physico-chemical processes occurring at the leading edge. 
